







































































 shot one 
of two SJSU
 students who were 
play - 
ing with squirt guns and were 
mistaken 
for real gunmen 
at
 Spartan Village. 
The  two were playing 
"Assas-
sin." 




 in which a number
 of individ-
uals 
play with squirt 
guns  and "shoot" 
each other until
 only one player is left. 
As the students played the 
game
 
Saturday night, which is the subject iii 






scene responding to a call that 
some-
one was shooting a gun. Link 
...pats
 
Police Department Chief 
Lew  Sv 
said. 
When 
UPD Officer Bruce 
Lowe 
arrived on the scene,  he could
 smell 
what seemed like gunpowder




What the officers saw was
 evers
 
policeman's nightmare: a man in the 
shadows with 
what appeared
 to he a 
real 
gun.  
Lowe, with gun drawn, ordered 
the man to put the gun down, hut the 
man kept coming at him. Only after re-
peating the command three times did 
the man drop the
 "gun." Schatz said. 
The other man playing the game 
appeared shortly afterward,  but he ae 
mediately dropped his 
"weapon...  
To complicate the
 situation, the 
Iwo
 were using firecrackers to make 
the game more realistic. 












season  got 
a head














Weber  prepared  
her  shopped at the 
















Mad  Martin 
Daily staff 
writer  







meaning when Israelis discuss national goals, 
according







Shaol  Kimehi, a 




 kibbutzim system, 
spoke before
 
members  of 
the Hillel Jewish Student Association at its
 weekly 
luncheon meeting at the Campus Ministry, attempt-
ing to bring SISU's Jewish students up-to-date on Is-
rael's political situation.
 
In Israel, a kibbutz is a 
collective  settlement 
where families live and work together for the com-
munity's welfare, Kimchi said. 
Kimchi,  
who recently accepted a position at the 
San Francisco office 
of
 the Israel Alyia Center. came 
to the United States to encourage young Americans
 
to join an Israeli kibbutz for a year or just a summer. 
Kimchi  said he 
hopes  visitors
 will want to remain in 
Israel. 
"When a young person 
comes  to a kibbutz,  he 
is adopted




age."  Kim -
chi said. "Spending the summer at 






























One of the jobs of a shaliach is to 
reassure Jews 
from other nations that the nation of Israel is worth 
working for, according to a Jewish 
spokesman.  
Americans only know about 
Israel's  divisive 
political stance, but do not 
understand  the underly-
ing causes, 
according
 to Kimchi. Behind the divi-
sion is the 
Jewish
 personality, which causes basic 
misunderstanding.
 "If you have three Jews. you will 
have seven
 opinions," he said. 
When 
Jews
 from all over
 the world 
become
 Is-




 very different. Kimchi said.
 
"The 
main issue is 'what
 kind of Israel 
do we 




















ernment, and after 
more  than 40 years, Israelis still 
haven't agreed on what kind of country they want. 
he said. 
Kimchi simplified this issue 
Tuesday,  explain-
ing he wanted to provide the group with enough in-
formation to help them understand the situation. 






tween . . so I must talk about what I call the 
Big  
Plan and the Small Plan." Kimchi said. The Big 
Plan, he said, is like a dream. 
"The kind of 
situation that you would imagine 
if you 
could 
have anything you wanted." 
The people
 who want the "Big 
Plan" say Israel 
must expand in 
order to protect
 herself from 
her 
neighbors. 
"They  say they 
can't  defend the 
country  
if it remains 
as small as it 





 for them 
means  occupying the 
Gaza 
Strip and the 
West  Bank and removing
 .111 the Arabs 
from
 the territory, 
he said. 
Kimchi




 e the 
historical and 
religious





Jericho  is an ov
 
era
 helming reason 
for 





 the other hand. the 
"Small  Plan'. say s secu-
rity comes 






This half of the citizens
 believes religious 
and  
historical places are just as 
meaningful 
whether  or 
not 
they are occupied solely 
by
 Jews. They say 
See 





















football  players were the 
first  NCAA Division IA 
athletes
 to he 
tested for 
drug use, but aren't exactly. 
thrilled about the honor. 
"Everybody  went 
through it like 
a good soldier."
 said Spartan 
football  




 he could 






















 participating in 
the  




deciding  to fight it," Gilbert
 
said. 
The Pacific Coast Athletic Asso-
ciation champions, with an overall re-
cord of 9-2, will play Miami Univer-
sity of Ohio in the Cal Bowl in Fresno 
on Dec. 13. 
Thirty-six Spartan
 football play-
ers  22 starters and 14 
players cho-
sen
 at random -- were 
tested  before 
practice Monday




 will be available
 early.  
next week but will he kept confiden-
tial. said Ursula Walsh. 
NCAA  direc-
tor of research and sports sciences. 
The NCAA is looking for 90 
sub-
stances,  including marijuana and 
other 
recreational drugs,
 she said. 
Three SJSU players who had 
not  
returned 
to school after Thanksgiving 








football players were also 
tested Monday, Walsh said. 
The NCAA
 requires all teams 
participating in post -season play to go 
through its drug testing program, she 
said.
 
SJSU and Miami 




 game is played
 be-
fore the others,  she said. 
The tests 
are "100 -percent accu-
rate," Walsh said. "They've never 
been questioned. ' 
But Gilbert disagreed. 
"I have some 
concerns  about it," 
he said "In fact, it could he possible a 
player  could test positively when he 
really isn't taking drugs." 
See 









Brian  Fedruw 
Daily staff writer 
The Spartan 
City  Families Ass1,-
ciation has extended 
its fight for fam-
ily 
housing  at SJSU by 
taking  its plight 
to Sacramento.
 




 members, met 
last week 
with a 






Jose, to stress 
both 
the dilemma of 
being 
a student with a 
family and the 
problems 
with
 the closing of the 
100 
barrack apartments
 in August 198H. 
The hour-long 





the first time 
the 35 -family 
association  





 sintx it formed
 this se -
(WSW. 
She said Alvarez saw the closure 
of the last family -student housing 
in 














have  this underlying hyste-
ria front people 




-year -old Spartan City 
complex was ordered 
closed Oct. 31 
by
 President Gail Fullerton
 based on  
safety
 and fire reports 
completed  by 
university 
police  Chief Lew 
Schatz
 
and state fire officials. 
The 














Scott  G. Hamilton 
Daily staff writer 
Frank Suechting has a problem. 
As a fourth -year 





 been highly visible. Standing
 behind a 
table 
of
 intricate metal wire puzzles,
 he welcomes students to 
approach him, to talk and 
to play with his wares. 
But in spite of his 
sharing  attitude, someone 
went  too far. 
When 
Suechting came to his booth on the
 main level of the 
Student Union on Tuesday. he found his
 self -designed "Task-
masters" sign missing. 
Suechting said he can't believe someone took his sign. 
"Karmacally they don't deserve it," he said. "I let them 
touch my toys.  I let them play with them and in eight 
years  
they've never been 
stolen. 
The wooden sign. which 
Suechting  said cost him $250 to 
have built to his specifications,
 was roughly 3 feet wide and 
stood about 6 feet off the
 ground on metal supporting bars. The 
bars were stolen, too, he said. 
For now, Suechting has placed a handwritten posterboard 
substitute where the genuine article once stood, advertising a 
reward for anyone who returns the Taskmasters sign. 
Suechting said he wants to assure 
whoever  took it that 
there will be no questions asked if the sign is returned. He said 
he doesn't want the person perceived as a criminal. either. 
"My sign has to come hack." 
Succhting
 said. "It doesn't 
do them an) good at all 
In keeping with his "mental challenge" image. Suechting 
said he challenges  the 
Iverson
 to get his





 a game by taking it out 
of here, and 
when 
they did, they might have been caught by the police or some-
one,' he said. 
"But
 the suspense was there. 
'Now I ask them. 'Can you get it hack in here?' " 
If the person isn't that adventurous. Suechting said he will 
still be happy to retrieve the sign and deposit a reward in a less 
conspicuous place on campus. Again. no questions will be 
asked, he said. 
"They can put it anywhere it can he found." Suechting 
said. "That 
way, everyone will he happy." 




Hermann said that 
typically  
slow business
 early in the week 
drove two vendors away. This often occurs before sales pick 
up later in the week, she said. 





 coffee house selling beverages 
and 
baked  goods has been doing well. Hermann said. 
Yesterday's late morning crowd seemed to support 
her 
observation, as many students lined up at the 
food counter 
while others relaxed and listened attentively to classical 
guitar-
ist Tony Ghiglieri. 
'When you educate a 
parent, you educate a 
child ' 
 Diane Vonderlin, 
Spartan City resident 
condition of stairwells, the
 lack of a 
central 
tire
 alarm system, termite 
dam-
age
 and illegal storage





not made any 
indication
 that housing, 
either
 single or family
-student,  will be 
rebuilt on the 
Spartan  City site.
 Ful-
lerton has said the 
university  has no 






 said that if 
funds




rebuild,  single students would 
be
 housed first under a 
















 It has 








 years for 
residents to 
live at the 
See SP.4 RTAN 
CITY.  page 6 
Abraham Halle  Daily staff photographer 
Frank Suechting
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authored  by 
university 
police  









Schatz  calls the 
document, 










 inter -office 
memo about lia-
bility 
concerns.  In 
doing  so, he 
denies  the docu-
ment's contents 












 suggest the 
closure is 
not  for safety 
reasons. 
After  all, 
Spartan









going  on here? 
If the 
complex















 City is 
concerned? 
And il 
there  aren't 
safety 
problems, 






















 the fact 
that  the place 
they call 
home 








 after it's 
gone,  is 
to know 
what hazards







These  people 
are already 









 the break 
they deserve.
 Let them 
know
 the deep 
dark secrets
  if there 
are any  
that have 
administrators  
sealing  their 
lips about 








Benno C. Schmidt Jr., president of Yale University, 
recently appealed the probation of a student who had exer-
cised his right to freedom of speech during Yale's annual 
Gay and Lesbian Awareness Day last spring. 
He said the decision was a reflection of "the par-
amount value an 
academic
 institution must give to  freedom 
of expression, even to expression that is distasteful or 
silly." 
Oliver Wendell Holmes proposed the most essential 
constitutional




agree with us but freedom for the thought we hate." 
Life would be much easier if we did not have the right 
ia expresipur views and opinions or espouse ideas and be-
liefs. Differences always leave room for adversity,  
meaning
 
one side of every controversy will have to be compromised. 
As a testing ground, universities should 
allow for free 
thought and expression
 of those thoughts. 
But some people would have us print only ideas they 
agree with  ideas that don't rub anyone the wrong way or 
cause them to have to think too 
much  about effect and af-
fect. 
The problem with stifling speech is that everybody 
loses their tongues in the process. For every individual who 
is not allowed to espies% his ideas, there is another who is 
not allowed to rebuke them. We 
Opinion 
lose the creativity of government 
 and the freedom of building a 
world  in which all 
individuals
 have a right to be 
who they 
are. 
Freedom of speech can seem like a threat when it is 
treated as 
a privilege rather than a right Free speech permits 
symbolic speech. Societies which have
 no right to express-
ion have no right to individuality.
 The groups that so ad-
amantly charge newspapers
 with harassment would not 
even exist for the paper to "harass" if there were no free 
speech rights. 
Self-expression is 
the expression of 
ideas, for without 
individual ideas 
we





 governed by a 
small few, 
living  in fear 
and
 praying for 






Freedom from voice is not
 freedom. Yes. it is easy to 
ignore
 the wrong (or the 
right)  that goes on around
 us. It's 
easy not to 
be responsible for trying
 to change our world 
and make it a 
better or different place. 
It's easy to be close-
minded and let somebody
 else provide all of the 
boundaries  
that we must live by. 
But isn't 
it scary that we would even feel
 this way. 
Doesn't fear make 
it imperative that we progress
 instead of 
regress'?
 
Freedom for the idea we hate 
-- without it there is no 
freedom for any
 idea because we have nothing 
to fight for or 
against, nothing to  
create
 new and better ideas.
 
Without ideas, we have
 nothing to create laws 
we all 
can live by and no guidelines 
to prevent breakage of those 
laws.  
There is no danger in free speech, there
 is only danger 
in stopping it. 
Imposing
 standards on university newspapers
 
is the first step in 
imposing  standards on the 
ideas  that 
evolve from the experimentation
 with ideas that are horn in 
universities.  
Fighting  fire with fire  or 
speech  with more speech 
 is the only 
way to keep the country 
that we live in from 
becoming a country
 in which we can't live. 
Fight back with 
words  if you disagree with 
what
 you 
see in print, but remember 
if you demand retractions or sti-
fling of 
those ideas. you retract 






legalization  won't 
solve  problems 
Editor.  
On Nov.










 in the United States 
was  published in the 
Forum 
section of the 
paper.
 
The legalization of marijuana would indirectly encour-
age the use of the drugs among the population, not keep 
people from it. lithe drug was 
easily
 accessible to the pub-
lic, not only would we have to worry about drunk drivers, 
but about an increase of people driving while stoned. As if 
we need more problems
 on our nation's roads. Also, Janet' 
stated that the growers
 would be limited to how much they 
could 
produce and would be 
taxed  accordingly. Is that 
I'M AN UNBORN BY. MY 
MOM 











BY MY FATHER. 
I 























going to stop them from growing the stuff illegally? These 
growers aren't dumb! They will continue to grow as much 
as they can get away with and not pay taxes on 
it. With the 
policemen gone to "spend
 
more time chasing murderers 
and rapists,'' the growers will reap the benefits. 
Legalizing marijuana is not going to solve the 
prob-
lems with its production. We can portray marijuana abuse 
as "being stupid" without legalizing it. Legalizing mari-
juana 
gives  the people more justification when they use it. 
The United States
 doesn't need marijuana legalization. 
the country needs  marijuana education on 
the harmful effect 
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 you say? 
What  could 
you  say? 
Is 
President
 Reagan in 
charge? He says 
he was left in 
the dark 
about funds from
 the Iranian 
arms





 to he laier 
used by the 
Contra
 rebels. 
He's  not the 




Secretary  of State 
George Shultz 






 the books, 
he
 is supposed 
to be the 
nation's 
main man 






 Schultz said 
he knew 
nothing




 not the one 
in charge. 
Was  it. Col. 




He took the 
funds  received 
from Iran for 
U.S.  arms and 
di -
%cried
 some of them


















 of aid to Contra
 rebels and 
decided
 to go 
behind the 
president's  back 
in order to 
protect
 him. But 
North was 
uncermoniously
 fired from 
his position. 
He's  not 





 Edwin Meese 
is really in 
charge 
of who gets to say
 what about foreign
 policy matters 
and 
when  they get to 
say
 it? The president 
has asked to find 
who made the 




 Maybe he really 
is in charge. 
But
 should Meese
 have any 
power in this 
complicated 
situation?  After 
all, it was 
Meese  who 
said
 all those 
oppos-
ing the 
president's  policy 
should get 

























investigation  into 
the  matter 
by 
Meese  would 
be redun-
dant. he would





















Meese  is clearly
 
not the 
one  in charge. 































 had the 
most  power 
in the 
matter. It had the 
power  
to 






meetings  with 
Iranian and 
Contra 
officials  and 
keep the whole
 business 




 and the 
people  of the 




 to tell 
















 his own to 
find what 





his last news 
conference. 




 been a 
"number  of 
intercepts"  











wire  service 
story
 said "in-


































 course the 
price was high
 -- North 
needed  extra 
cash for the 
president's 
personal  war 
and 
couldn't let 
the  president 
know what 
he
 was doing. 
On 
Nov. 26. the 
State Department
 announced










 supposed to 





got  confused. 
In






goals  and intends 




It sure is nice 
of our 
government  to 
finally
















 Daily encourages readers to 
write  
letters to the editor.  
Deliver them to tne Spartan Daily office. Dwight 
Bentel




letters  must bear the writer's 
name,  major, 
class 
standing






going out on the town. it can be a 
royal pain 
in the you know where . . . 
You  got 
it,  the feet. 
We women 
don't  mind dressing up,
 but when it 
comes 
to putting on those 
shoes   especially 
when 
we have
 finally found a pair that
 perfectly matches an 
outfit and 
which  isn't too tall or too short  it begins 
to become
 a problem. 
It is hard to believe 
what  we women won't go 
through to look 
good  for our dates. After all, making a 
good
 impression is always important 
when
 you go on 
a night out on the town. 
High heels are agony and tgey're 
ecstacy
 at the 
same time, but it is a 
mystery  who invented them. 
Women love the 
way heels look, even though we hate 
the way they feel. 
Heels  are still in style and it seems 
they will always be. 
The first record of high heels is 
dated 1533 when 
petite Catherine de Medici 
traveled
 from Florence to 
Paris to many 
Henry,  Duke of Orleans. She took sev-
eral pairs of elegant shoes with her which had high 
heels designed to make her look taller
 and more el 
egant. 
All of us 
who  are almost five feet tall know just 
how that feels. Her revolutionary footwear caused a 
sensation
 at the weddingland suddenly
 European 
shoemakers were besieged
 by women who wanted  
high heels. 
Since 
then high heels have been a huge hit. The 
only problem with high heels is that there aren't a lot 
of stores that make them small 
enough.  It is difficult to 
believe that anyone would have 
size
 3 1/2 feet but it's 
true. Once you find the 
heels,  then you worry about 
the suffering and pain you 




But why do we have to suffer just to please the 
special men in our lives? Or are we 
really





are fun to 
wear
 for some women. For other 
women, they 
have to find the properly heeled shoes 
that  match their outfits but doesn't make them tower 
over their dates. This is a main concern for women 
who are lucky enough to have some height to them. 
Have you ever tried to dance the night away with-
out looking like you are in extreme pain? 
Or how about going
 to a nice 
restaurant  
and hav-
ing a little too much to drinki and realizing, after you 
come somewhat to your senses, that sooner or later 
you have to get up and attempt to walk to the res-
troom.  
This is the time of the evening 
that women feel 
their heels are no longer working with them but are 
now fighting to the finish  with high heels always 
winning.  
No matter what anyone says,
 walking in high 
heels isn't easy and all women aren't born with the 
natural 
ability
 to do so. 
The majority of the 
time women are dressing up 
for a night out on town and want
 to look their absolute 
best. 
Why 
is it then that our dates never compliment 
us 
on how nice 
our shoes are, after all don't they realize 
we are going through an 
awful lot just to look good for 
them?
 
The nightlife scene isn't so hot for those tired
 feet 
of
 ours. Especially the next day. No wonder we are al-
ways 
attempting  to walk flat footed only to find that 
our feet our naturally 
formed in an arched position. 
Anthropologist Helen Fisher,



















ple. All the industry does, she states, is respond to the 
human desire
 for rank and
 
attractiveness.  






women haven't liberated their











have to visit the podiatrist
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 secret sale 
of





























 John M. 
Poindexter






 administration official to in-
voke
 
the  Fifth 
Amendment
 in 




















































 into the 
most serious










 of Donald 
T.
 Regan, the 
president's  powerful 
chief of staff. 
But 
White  House 
spokesman  
Larry
 Speakes said 
Regan has no 
intention of leaving 
and said the presi-
dent
 "has not 
asked  him to 
leave."  
President Reagan 
did not discuss possible staff
 
changes
 when he spoke to 
businesswomen  in the 
White  
House.  Instead, he said he hoped the furor 
would not undercut support 
for the Contra forces 
fighting
 the Sandinista government
 in Nicaragua. 
"We cannot
 let recent 
events  distract
 us from 
the cause of those brave 
fighters  for freedom around 
the 










could  not have been as pleased with the 
word he received earlier in the 
day from key GOP 
congressional leaders. One participant, speaking on 
condition he not he identified by name, said Reagan 
was advised to seek changes in his administration. 
Outside the White House. Senate Republican 
leader Bob Dole of Kansas said 
the message to Rea-
gan  was this: "There are going to he more and more 
stories, every day there will 
be
 something new. 
The Arnold Air Society and the 
Stanford Blood 
Bank  will hold a holi-
day blood drive from 10 
a.m. to 4 
p.m. today and tomorrow in the Stu-
dent Union
 Loma Prieta Room. Call 




Student  Health 
Services
 will hold 
a Hodgkin's disease
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heard  of." 
Bush's 
comments  came in a 
speech in which 
he 
said he fully 
supported 
Reagan's  decision
 to make 
secret arms
 sales to Iran,
 but knew 
nothing  of the 
di-
version of 







 nothing of 




Edwin  Meese III 
told him a little 








 "there is no 
denying




 damaged by 
this entire episode
 and its af-
tennath."
 
Bush said the 
shaping  of the Iranian 
policy  in-
volved difficult 
choices and was 
clouded
 by the way 
in 
which  the president's 
goals  were executed  
"specifically 
allegations
 about certain 




 staff. Clearly, 
mis-
'There  is no denying
 that our 
credibility 
has  been damaged 
by this entire 
episode  and its 
aftermath.' 
 Vice President 
George Bush 
takes were made." 
While the 




an independent counsel to  investigate 
the once -se-
cret arms sale to Iran 
and  the funneling of profits 
through
 a Swiss bank account to Nicaraguan forces. 
Senate
 leaders appeared headed for 
creation  of a sin-
gle panel to 
conduct  its own probe. 
But 
both Sen. Robert C. Byrd 
of West Virginia, 
the incoming Democratic 
leader,
 and Rep. Jim 
Wright of Texas, 
expected to serve as speaker of the 
House in the new Congress, 
were  reported cool to 
Reagan's call for 





 panel was set up 
45
 years ago, in the 
Spartaguide
 
noon to 1:15 p.m. today in the Health 




 for information. 
 
Career
 Planning and Placement 
will hold a Career Search Workshop 
from 12:30 to 2 p.m. today in the Stu-
dent Union Umunhum
 Room. Call 
Cheryl Allmen
 at 277-2272 for infor-
mation.  
 
The Chicano Alliance will hold 
its second meeting from 12:30 to 
I:30 
p.m. today in Wahlquist
 Library Cen-
tral, Room 233. Call Elaine Alvarado 
at 277-3106 for information.
 
The SJSU 




cert at 2 p.m. today and 
tomorrow  
at 
St. Joseph's Catholic 
Church.  90 S. 
Market St. Call Charlene 
Archibeque 
at 




and  Computer 
Science
 will hold a lec-
ture entitled. 




at 4 p.m. 
today in 
MacQuarrie  
Hall,  Room 324. 
Call Marilyn Ruch







will  hold 
a 
Vietnamese  
Bible  Study 
from








































The SJSU Cycling 
Club  will hold 
its last meeting of 
the semester at 7:30 
p.m.  today in 
the  Student 
Union  Mon-
talvo 
Room. Call Ken 
Miller  at 286-
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Until the new Senate panel is established, the 
Senate Intelligence Committee is taking the lead in 
Congress 
in digging into the controversy. 
Poindexter 
became the second former administration official to 
cite his Fifth 
Amendment  protection against self-in-
crimination. Li. Col. Oliver W. North, 
who  has 
been credited by Meese 
as
 the plan's 
creator,  had 
done 
so on Monday. 
"He serves the president and wishes to cooper-
ate with every committee that wishes to investi-
gate,"
 Poindexter's attorney. Richard Beckler.
 said 
outside the guarded committee room. 
But Beckler said that in view of the expected 
appointment 
of
 an independent counsel and requests 
for testimony at unspecified "other places . . I 
would be doing a disservice unless I asked my client 
to invoke his rights." 
In another 
development,  CIA spokesman 
George Lauder denied a 
published report that the 
CIA co-mingled 
profits from the Iran sales in the 
same
 account with funds for covert
 support for re-
bels fighting the





funds related to the
 Iran program 
that
 passed through 
agency  hands were 
the  $12 mil-
lion owed 
to the Pentagon for 
the  arms," Lauder 
said. "The funds




 on to the Pentagon properly 
after receipt . ' 
Lauder 








 nor were 
any 
funds that 




 Contras or any 
other covert 
action  program." 
But another 







 Post,  
and 
said the co
-mingling  of funds
 "will he the 
sub-






appointed  to probe
 the arms 







 today by appoint-














 Pledges will hold 
a 
California Bowl T-shirt 
sale from 8 
a.m. to 
5 p.m. today 
through
 Dec. 12 
in front of 
the Student 
Union.  Call 








will hold a meeting 
for non -
0.T.
 majors who wish 
to enter the 
spring
 1987 class at 12:30
 p.m. tomor-
row in the Central 
Classroom  Build-
ing, Room 209. 








uate Society will hold its second an-
nual Winter Solstice party and "The 
Last Day of Pompeii," play at 1:30 
p.m. tomorrow in the SJSU Chapel. 











310S.  Third 
St. 
Across












































 \ t.il 
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,,,,,  , 
 
The Asian Business League will 
hold a 
general meeting at 
2:45  p.m. 
to-
morrow in the Student Union Almaden 





having  a 
Christmas
 
party at 9 
p.m.  tomorrow. 
Call  Dave at 
448-1634



















 Call Virginia 
O'Rielly  for infor-
mation.  
 
Eta Phi Beta 
sorority  will hold a 
Christmas  Candlelight Vesper 
Service  
at 5 
p.m.  Sunday in the SJSU Chapel.
 
Call Latressa


































Two  California teen-agers took
 off 
on a cross-country hinge 
of 
fancy 
meals and new clothes 
after  finding 
a 
suitcase stuffed with 
about 
58,000
 in drug 
money,  but their 
spending




 them five days later. 
Raymond  
Salter.  13, 
and 
Marc 
Hairrell.  14, were 
picked up 
Sunday









and a bag 
containing less




















 charges so the boys 
could 
return home to 
Petaluma, 
about 70 miles
 from San Jose.
 A 
detention  hearing set







 buying fine 
din-
ners. riding in taxis and
 limou-
sines," Wise








the  boys told 
police 
they 
left  California 
Nov.  26 after 
Hairrell 
found  a suitcase
 that had 
Page
 3 
been tossed out a w indow during a 
police search at a Petaluma home. 
It 





















and the 20s." 






Thanksgiving Day. buying tickets 
under 
assumed








Columbus,  where Salter 
grew 
up. 
The youths were arrested after 
police were told 
of
 two teen-agers 
leaving SIO0 tips with airport con-
cessionaires. 
At
 the time. Wise 
said, the boys had ditched the
 suit-
case and stuffed the money into 
their pockets. 
He said he charged the boys 
with  
delinquency  counts of drug 
abuse




 could be contacted. 
Wise said the boys 
had purchased 
round-trip tickets, so their transpor-
tation home would
 be no problem 
once












SIETAIRII.. I .1. lAbtl A 
sher-
iff who instructed 
his deputies to stop 
blacks  found in white 
neighborhoods  
as a way to fight




tions of bigotry and 
threats  of lawsuits. 
"I think I did 
make
 a mistake," 
said
 Sheriff Henry Lee of Jefferson 
Parish in suburban New 
Orleans.  He 
also apologized to blacks and others 
whom he might
 have offended. 
But a civil liberties advocate con-
tinued to demand the resignation of 
Lee, 
who  said when he announced the 
order Tuesday that blacks in a white 








kind of poison and expect 
to be allowed  to go on 
his way and re-
main in office."
 said Martha 
Kegel.  
Louisiana executive 
director for the 
American Civil
 Liberties Union. 
Lee said he changed his mind 
about  the constitutionality  of what  he 
had planned after looking at some 
1983 civil rights rulings and 
getting a 
flood of calls opposed to his plan. 
Lee 










































































































































 the Spartans and














 both went home happy,





record  with a 
hard-fought  72-63 























Stanford (1-2) erased a 30-20 SJSU
 halftime lead and 
tooklts biggest









off the bench. Perry bombed away from 22 
feet to cut the lead to 
three. After that, the two 
teams  ex-
changed free throws








 points off the bench, then 
launched  another three -pointer
 that hit nothing hut net to 
put 
the Spartans up for 






game  then turned into a free-throw
 shooting con-
test. 
Reggie Owens (12  







and  Rodney Scott all fouled 
out  for the Spartans. 
SJSU won the battle at the 
line
 (77.8 to 62.1 percent) 
and preserved the lead 




 Evans and center Gerald Thomas.
 Evans, who 
led the 
Spartans  with 16 points, hit all 10 of his 
free
 throws 
on the evening, and Thomas




wanted  them (the free throws)," Evans said. "I felt
 
confident that I could put them in. 
'We  were 
coming off a disappointing loss. We needed 
this one and 
we
 
came out and played hard.'' 
That 
they  did. The Spartans' tone defense 
swarmed
 to-
ward any Cardinal who had the hall and forced
 Stanford into 
eight turnovers and a 23.1 shooting percentage
 in the first 
half. 
Puou, who ended
 up with 14 points, was all over the 
floor in the first half. He scored 11 points, pulled down four 
rebounds,




 Bill Berry praised the 
intensity of Puou 
and 
the rest of the team. 
"He (Puou)  is 
certainly  going to he a tough forward 
for 
us, and somebody 
the conference better take a look at." 
said Berry. "He's 
competitive and tough as hell 
and playing 
with a lot of confidence 
"We
 
wanted  to win,  
and
 we 
played  like 
it. We played 
with  a 
lot 
more  intensity. We 





 Portland. We had 
something
 we had 
to prove to 
ourselves. 
"This was our best emotional game. 
We're  still miscu-
ing offensively,
 but that's what December
 is all about." 
Stanford 
and SJSU were both in the
 Christmas
 spirit of 
giving. The two turned the hall over 17 times apiece. 
The Spartans could 
have  led by more at the half if it 
weren't for the three-point play. Stanford guard Terry Tay-
lor hit 
2 of 4 from three-point land, and 
sophomore  
guard 




led all scorers with 
23 
points  
on 8 -of -17 
shoot-




 three-point shots. 
Owens provided some comedy in the first half. While 
at the line for two free throws, he banked the first 
one  in and 
got the second to roll around the rim, hit the backboard and 
go in. Later he took a pass on a breakaway and went for one 
of his authoritative slam dunks. He missed, and the hall al-
most
 flew back to half court. 
The Spartans could 
have died in 
the second half. but 
Perry, the crowd and the free-throw shooting spurred them 
on. Perry, who almost brought the Spartans back in their 
loss to Portland with a couple of three -pointers, helped off-
set 
a second 




over  12 
times. 
"Coming off the bench, I just look to contribute any 




"I feel comfortable shooting the three-point play, es-





The crowd was quite loud in the small auditorium, and 
the noise was a factor, according to Puou and Evans. 
"It  was definitely a factor," Puou said. "They're 
great fans. They're always behind us 1(X) percent." 
Evans said the crowd 
may  have caused Stanford to 
miss some crucial free throws down the stretch. 
"The  crowd was 
a big factor," 
Evans said. "We
 were 
down.  They stayed
 in the game 
and kept us alive.









 they would 
miss. The crowd 
had 
something  to do 
with it." 
This was a big win for the Spartans. without their top 
scorer Ricky Berry. who's out until the end of the month 
with a knee injury. 
SJSU defeated a Stanford 
team that almost beat nation-
ally ranked Georgia Tech 







































 will our 
Spartan  highlights 
show on Sun -
he featured in 






 Gilbert and 
KNTV 
night on 






 Jose State 
Football
 . . . will he 
hosting the show, 
which will 
the Climb to the 
Top" will docu-
 follow ABC's
 Monday Night 
Foot-
ment the 1986 
football  season 
as




 as feature interviews
 with SJSU 
geles Raiders and







 including Mike Pere,
 and 





 coach (Gilbert) 
and  about four 
"We
 wanted to 
recognize the 
of the players,
 as well as 
some
 lea -
accomplishments  of 
















































































































































 Bay. If 
Wil-
son  decides to 
appeal,  Rozelle 
said
 he 
will  arrange 
a hearing 





 Jim Carr said 
Wilson






club whether he would
 ap-
peal. 
"Specifically,  the tsideotape)
 re-
view 
revealed that Lipps, after being 
in motion and 
following  a handoff to a 
Pittsburgh running
 hack, turned and 
headed toward Wilson as a potential 
bkx:ker."
 Rozelle's statement read. 
"Wilson cocked his left arm and deliv-
ered a forearm 
blow to Lipps' jaw, 
knocking him down. 
It was the initial 
contact between 
the  two players." 
Lipps  suffered a concussion and 
was
 forced to leave the game. 
The statement said "there is no 
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Lil 140 E. San Carlos 
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To benefit the 
























coach  Ron 
Chismar and his 
players









 Warren Ann 
strong told 
Chismar  and his players 
at
 
a quiet team 
meeting Tuesday that 
the  
university could no 
longer
 accept the 
financial  strain of 



























to me,  and 
prohahh
 it; the 






Kenneth K lam  Daily stall photographer 
































































Mtn View  































You'll find a special yuletide 





























































































































by.  It's 2 a.m., so 
there's
 












































































































































clan  The 
Unknown
 




















He prefers the idea that 









walls  and begin 
to accept 
graffiti




 it is still





 are running 
into
 a lot of 
opposition  
Punishment 
for  writing 
graffiti
 may
 be up to a $5,000 fine 
because
 
they are doing 
something
















said the San 







 area in 
San  Jose, 
known  as 
the  him  to discuss 
the possibility 













 for the 
committee.  
West 
San  Carlos 
streets and




The  committee is 





 of their 
works,  
paint a 5300)0 
work and wanted to know 
if the kids would 
There are
 a few graffiti
 writers in 




for  the Council
 for free. 







"They  don't want to 
approach the 
kids
 like they are 
real 
muralists,"  he said. "They
 want them to work 
for free, 
hut they'll 
supply  the paint." 
The committee has 
many  decisions to make 
before 
they 
decide whether they 
will  implement such a 
program. 
said Vicki 
Moore.  San Jose 
Beautiful
 coordinator. 
The  Beautiful Committee wants to 
prevent vandalism, 
w hilt. trying to reflect
 the multicultural 
backround
 of San 
Jose. Moore
 said. The 
committee
 is seeking artists 
to paint 
murals in Sun 
Jose.  
Some people 
see graffiti art as an art 
form
 for and of 
itself,
 others find it undesirable."
 Moore said. 
Many  of the graffiti artists poke 
fun at mainstream art, 
neo-expressionism 




'Some  of society is against graffiti art some are for 
it. 
But the majority just doesn't
 want to accept it as a serious 
art form,'' Fergeson said. 
Scape is a member of T.U.F. The 
other two members 
of the gang. 
Nexes  and Dem, participate in the 
graffiti  
class. In San Jose. there 
are  only about 20 reputable writers 
and the three in T.U.F. are 
members








 a writer challenges another to see who 
is better. The two compete at the
 same time,  like any other 
contest,  and onlookers determine who is the winner. 
The  
pride and egos of teen-agers are on the line. 
"I lost a kid 
who lost a battle to one of the better writ-
ers." Fergeson said. "He didn't 
come back to the class for 
two
 weeks." 
Esen at the Museum of Art, the artists have trouble 
being taken
 seriously. The wall they were given to paint be-
hind the museum was 
temporary  and is scheduled to he tom 
down. 









 of San Jose.
 Teen-agers who write 
on walls
 
are usually boys, although Fergeson said there are 





walls  are often 
painted white first 
and  then cov-
ered with rich, bright colors. Usually a wall 10 feet high and 


















  'Those 
people  on the 
Council
 see 
stuff  like that 
and  that's 
what
 they think










because the law 
treats
 minors less 
harshly.




 part of the 
romance  of being 




"There is the 
thrill of being caught 
and chased." said 
Dem, the 
only member of 
the class who 
has  not been 
caught.




Dein is the 
smallest














 At IS. 
he
 has been 
V. 
Ming  seriously for 
about 
three years.
 His quick grin dis-
appears when 
he
 speaks of his 
retirement and the search
 for a 
new  
member.  
"We are looking 
for an-
other
 member  for T.U.F.  
someone young,"
 Dem said. 
"That way we can 
train  him 
and he'll still have some years 
left to carry 
on
 the clan." 
Writing clans will 
not be 
accepted as mainstream artists 
for a while. 
Fergeson
 said. He 
does not condone the illegal 
enise 
endler 





 graffiti and does not 
'There  
is








18 -year -old 
graffiti  %triter 
pression 
in spray paint. 
At the San Jose Museum of An, a class in graffiti
 writ-
ing is taught 
by Claude Fergeson. a former SJSll student. 
The museum allows 
Fergeson
 free rein with his class. He 
teaches different writing styles, how to 
hold  a spray can and 
other aspects of the underground art form. 
It was 
started
 as part 
of a rap music
 and art 






 Sonic of the 
kids 
were in a group
 and decided
 to paint a 
mural  at San 
Jose High 
School.
 A group 
mural  was the first
 project and 
"snowballed"
 into what





"It began as a temporary thing." Fergeson said. "But 
there is a big underground network. Before I knew it. I had 
40 kids 
enrolled.'  
Fergeson grew up in 
New York and became familiar 
with
 graffiti as an art form, although he said he didn't make 
writing "runs'' himself. The teen-agers in the class listen 
attentively to what he says. He gives them the freedom to 
create, whether or not it is illegal. He understands
 their need 
to write on large walls,  not just the small canvases
 the 
museum provides. 
All of the 
teen-agers  who are in the class are eligible 
for a financial
 aid grant, so none of them 
have to pay for the 
class. 
Fergeson  said. 
These teen-agers 
take
 their art seriously. They sketch 
their works 
before they paint. They 
choose  colors and the 
type of writing
 style they will use. 
Taggers  arc those 
individuals
 who write their 
names  or 
a 
favorite symbol: they 
don't  create a work. 
There
 are about 
80 to 100 taggers in 
San Jose. Fergeson said.
 Tagging is the 
way some graffiti 




and  compete 
for
 recognition  
of 














































































































































































































































































































































































 it to 







 your own 
special  business 
formulas. 
 
Or push a 
few buttons 















gives  you 
answers 
unmatched




















































paint at the San Jose Museum of Art, talks to 
which presents another 
problem.  
Since
 most of the 
writers  do not have 
access  to a 
lot of 
cash, they 
usually  buy stolen paint.
 Dem said. 
"1 usually buy it 
off  of a kid who steals it. then sells it 
cheap to me," Dein  said. 
Most
 of the writers
 agree
 that painting 
on
 another sur-
face, with other types of paint




 Scape said. "Even if they gave 
us all 
kinds of canvas,  there's nothing






























 arrive in the work-
place next year with guarantees they 
can read, write and count or he re-
turned to the learning 
factory.
 
The Huntington Beach Union 
High School District sent businesses 
letters saying the district's high 
schools 
will
























members of his class about graffiti 
at
 a San Carlos 
Street underpass known as the Walls of Fame. 
(usually 
unreadable pieces) and 
other styles made up by 
individual writers.
 San Jose writers are different
 from 
writers
 in other cities because they 
experiment more, 
Fergeson said. 
"In San Francisco, they all have
 the same style, it's 
not  like that in San 
Jose,"  Scape said. 
In San 
Jose,  the class may he 
having
 an impact on the 
community toward graffiti
 art. The class recently was given 
a wall across 
from  the museum on First Street 




 matter what anyone says," 
Scape said. 
"Graffiti has been around 
for a long time on the 
walls  and it 



































SIZE: (Men's) 7-13 
(Women's)
 5-10 
1 GARMENT LEATHER UPPER 
2 DURABLE CAPPAUDIX OUTSOLE 
3. SHOCK-PROFF EVA INSERT 
4. 
HEEL  STABILIZER 
5. 









LEATHER  LACE HOLDER 
10. COLORFUL SCHOOL DECAL 
 TIME: DEC. 5-6 (FRI.
 & SAT.) 9 AM TO 6 PM 
 PLACE: 
SAINTE  CLAIRE HILTON 
MARKET AND SAN CARLOS
























University  Police 
Department  secretary,
 displays the t 











-playing  SJSU 
student 
almost
 shot by UPD officer 
ASSASSIN, from page 
refrain from playing these kinds of 
games, 
especially when they are sup-
plementing 
them with firecrackers, 








 shot in situations like that 
where 
they have been playing and 
they don't recognize the 
officer is 
playing a life -and -death 
game.''  
Schatz said. 
Schatz mentioned an incident at 





Beach in 1981. In that incident a stu-
dent, Mike Regan. and others were 
playing with rubber band guns at 
night, Long Beach 
State  Detective 
Mike Wood said. 




burglaries  on 
campus, shot Regan after the 
student  
ignored his command to freeze. The 
student had mistaken King for an-
other
 player 
and had shot at him with 
his rubber band gun.  Wood said. 
Regan was shot twice in the 
chest and once in the leg. He has 
since recovered from the shooting,
 
and later 
admitted it "was a dumb 
thing to do." Wood said. 
'(The




 him with 
what he 
feels is a 
weapon,
 especially  where 
shots have 
been fired. 





shotgun  in 
the area,'' Schatz 
said. 
Schatz said there
 was no indica-
tion 
that the SJSU student was 
under 
the
 influence of any drugs or alcohol. 
But after handcuffing 
him,  the man 
became abusive and 
began  demand-
ing 
the  officer fight him, 
Schatz.  said. 
The
 student was given a citation 
for obstructing officers and
 resisting 
arrest. But UPD Investigator Alex 
Dorouy 
said  the department will be 
dropping the 
charges





























The toy guns are about the same 
size as a nine -millimeter Uzi auto-
matic 
weapon,  which is illegal. The 
squirt guns are black 
and  have a real 
istic bullet magazine for water refills. 
On Oct.
 31 a man carrying what 
police believed to he 
a gun was 
spotted on campus. UPD searched for 
him 
but didn't find him. They later 
found 
out from a witness that it 
was  









SPARTAN CITY, from page I 
complex and complete their educations. 
Alvarez said Tuesday that she hasn't spoken to Vas-
concellos
 








"There are two things we're kioking at." she said. 
"One is the physical aspects of the Spartan City site and 
whether it can be used for 
family
 housing. The other is the 
philosophical concept of family 
housing.''
 
Alvarez said she has no comment on the way the clo-
sure issue has been
 handled on campus. She 
said neither she 
nor Vasconcellos are mediators who should pass judgment. 
but rather they should be available
 to listen to people in the 
San Jose' iimmunity who have serious problems. 
Vonderlin  said 
she hopes Vasconcellos can 
he
 con-
vinced of the 
predicaments that face students with families. 
"These
 
are the kinds of 
issues  he stands for." Vonder-
lin said.
 "He's been in his position for 20 years now." 
Vonderlin said she also stressed
 the unique problems 
that the single mother has in trying to balance 
a job. chil-
dren
 and school. Besides attending SJSU and running a 
household. 
Vonderlin  
also holds down  a 




you  educate a parent, you 
educate  a child," 
she said. "You can't just move
 into an old Victorian home 




 you 10 






Dannelly  said 
a single
 room in a 
local  house 
averages  between 
$250 and 
5300.
 Renters of 
Spartan  City 
apartments  pay 
between $165
 
and 5200 per 
month.  
University  spokesman
 Dick Staley said 
last week that 
although
 student housing is 
important to the president,
 the 
unisersity  can't provide










there can he no security if Arabs are 
removed from 
their land because 
they  
have no place else to go. 
"The
 West must distrust the 
word
 
'security,' when it comes 
from Israe-
lis, for it means
 entirely. different to 
different 
people:.  Kimchi said 
"Hut the average Israeli
 sees less 
violence in a day's time than 
the aver-
age New 
Yorker sees. Crime 
and  viii -
knee
 on the streets 
and
 on TV in 
America are 
tar more dangerous than 





Reagan's  coat 
sold for $4.70 
ANTIOCH API Greg Wool-
dridge says he didn't even haggle 
when he found an old dinner jacket on 
sale for 54.70  in a thrift  store. 
What  
sold him was a label that 
reads:  "Mr. 
Ronald Reagan. 6-21-65. No. 7669. 
The label was from Albert Maria-
ni's in Beverly Hills. Frank Manani, 
who took over his 
father's  business in 
1975, confirmed 
yesterday  that the 
black jacket was indeed sold to Reagan 
on the specified date. 
"Oh, 
sure.  We've been making 
his 





clothier. who looked up the stock 
number in an old 
ledger.
 He said the 
jacket







Mariani said exclusive clientele 
are asked to cut out the label from a 
jacket before turning it over to a char-
ity, "but sometimes they forget or the 







































lighting  and the terrorist 
acts over 
and over,  making 
people think it's 
more dangerous











ple on both sides
 of the issue of "na-
tional identity"
 think it is a "life and 
death matter." Kinichi said. 
But he said radicals like Rabbi 
Meyer Kahane will lose much of their 
influence if more 
Jews
 from America 
become citizens of Israel
 because they 
have learned to solve their problems 
on a more logical
 basis. 
Braces  






















off any 18K ring.  
off anyl4K 
ring.  
$ (..., .L' 
off any





 And SW* .1 

















Spartan City residents have been treated fairly. 
"Presumably. they're mature adults who 
can take the 
responsibility
 to find housing





Alvarez said she will probably speak this week with 
two consultants to Vasconcellos who are in the Assembly 
Ways and Means Committee in Sacramento as education 
and housing specialists. Her main question will be whether 
the idea of family housing on college campuses is dead 
among representatives
 in the state capital. 
"I don't think an answer is just going 
to
 pop up next 
week and I hope they 
(Spartan  City residents) understand 
that," Alvarez said. "On 
an issue like this, a person can't 




Vonderlin said she is frustrated at the
 lack of concern 
that the campus community showed when the closure an-
nouncement was made. 
"It makes 
residents





issue feel very alone: she 
said. 
Vonderlin said she 
doesn't
 expect the average single 
SJSU student to rally around their cause. She said she is 
working on a plan 
to
 find past Spartan City residents who 
will talk about the 
experience and benefits of living there 








































































































































































































difficult  to 
maintain  
confi-
dentiality  if a 
football 

















































"component  parts." 
Walsh 
said.  
"Each  one  
is identified
 as clearly as a 
fingerprint."
 
The athlete's privacy is 
maintained by assigning a code 
to 
the sample
 while it's analyzed, 
she said. 
"It's really very 
protective  of the student 
athlete  and 
very expensive." Walsh said. 
The tests














RIGHT,  WHO'S 
gEENI  
MESSING











































is a trademark ot Apple 




















"here"  to "there" by 
using 
Cut 





 with your text 
A picture says a thousand 
words.  
 Correct mistakes
 easily by clicking the "mouse". 
 Format
 your page the way "YOU" want it. 
 
Spelling  
Checkers  available. 
etC"152'.! 
Come see how 
"Word  Processing* 
can help you. 
C.) 
Special 
educatIonal  discounts  









SHOPS el rsa 

















































































































which  would 
eliminate  the






















































FREE' Call 255-0724 
irecording) 
to get 
your  copy 24 hrs  






 on Dec 6 








Enhance  personal & pro. 















e tc BI- & mono
-lingual. all ma. 





Intl  z-to extrovert




 ICEF PO 
Box 
952.S J 95106. 
280-5055 
HELP 
FOSTER  KIDS" 
Work
 with 50. 
dal workers -day, 














 Lo An. 
gales 90025 VISA MC 
or 
CO0121314774474 
SAVE 5200 on wedding ring set Find 
out how 
Cell Victoria at 998-0160 
until  ripen 
AUTOMOTIVE  
BUGS FOR SALE!" 
San  Jose's best 
BUGS All 
Quitrents."  100.. Il 
nancing.
 OAC Call VW Restore.
 
lion Cl






PROF MUST SELL 72 GHIA excel 
cond motor body Ong own. 
1206 rel. carb 295-9096 
76 MG MIDGET cond new tires or  
Nowa
 system. brakes. ca. A 
xtra 24k
 mil. $2400. 24S-8936 
74 
DATSUN  ST WON non great gd 
shape,  am fm cast. $775 bo 71 
OATSUN SEDAN 1200 $650. bo 
72 OTSN  $550.
 bo Call 370-2563 
69 BUG short on looks long on rellia 
bIlity $475 best offer Call Katie at 
993-1207 
COMPUTERS  




on  LaserWriter Plus 
printer Wordprocessing and 
W eight 
typing  services also Cell 
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 
Pickup 
and delivery Reasonable rel.. 
quality work. 
COMPUTER EASE Computta time or 
private
 Inetruction on the IBM PC. 
In
 Wordstar wordperiect witting 
thesis.nt
 or professional editor 
South San Jose 
home Afternoon 
cies*. only n71990 
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
 
IBM MS-DOS CPU ALTOS 
PorlabMs-OSBORN-TRS-1110.
 




 disk Word 
P.0-
0.5.0,.
 Meg Tapes 









 MONO CARD A MONITOR $175. 
IBM CGA & 
Amdek 61. monitor 





clk  2566 140 
736-7120.005 
IBM  XT COMPATIBLE 256k. 2 
drives
 




 hard disk drive 
monitor keyboard. $1095 Dol 
mat.. 






 S 3r0 
Si . 02.  COMO!









 cotton products 
Creel@ your own 
living & sleeping 
space
 wIth our futon.
 pillows 
and frames 












 OPENING SALE, 
I 
SELL ONLY 














Men  $  
111HC
 Bicycle  















WHY  BUY SEMINAR 
COURSES,  Om 
row 






































































buying  guide 
sections
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patient  and try again
 
An 
equal  opportunity 
company 
PART TIME JOBS" 
We market auto 
club memberhips for the mato' 
oil companies Pay -time easy
 
hours. weekly 
paychecks  57 to 
515 hourly commission complete 
training provided 
Great experi-
ence tor your resume 14 C Smith 
Corp 
247.0570  




& Servtces Office 
to assist in developing mstertals 
lor student organizations and stu-
dent leadership program 15-20 




TEACHERS A AIDES tor preschooi
 





TEACHERS  FOR SMALL professional 
preschool 
with  caring atmo-
sphere Need ECE, enthusiasm 
and treetivIty 
Flexible hours II 
friendly stet, Little Scholars Pre-
school. 
239-1474  or 274-4728 
TELEMARKETING  EXCELLENT COM-
MUNICATORS needed to sell 
ractlo air time 2 shifts
 Barn -I?
 or 
1pm Spm (TEN) Ito h, 
BONUS Call Mrs Green at 
377 
3800 
TELEPHONE SALES-part time Sell 
subscriptions to the Mercury -





4 30PM-11 30PM Mon -Frl plus 








cure and sole 
rooms. FREE 
utili-






 distance to 
San Jose 
Stale Office 72 N 
Sth 
ST,  906-0234 
BDFIM.BTH A prkg
 Walk to SJSU 
/wall
 Jan 1st 
Nonsmoking
 FE-




 ROOM FOR 
FEMALE at re-
duced price





SAN JOSE' Nr 
SJSU A 
downtown Frm
 5195 mo 
charming
 near Olsen Victorlan 
Don t wad' 295-4483 971-6094 
NONSMOKER  NEEDED TO 
SHARE 
CONDO -5350
 1 2 utile 
Turn 
MBR-btfilactrul,
 pool. 25E5529 
ONE BEDROOM 
APT no pets, single 
adult $400 rno 
Four
 bloclm front 
campus 
Call  293-4091 
RESERVE AN APT 
for  Jenuary Huge 
security  2 bdrrn 2 bth 
I blk from 
campu 
148 E Williams & 4111 
S. Kelly
 or cell 287.5316 
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE Large rrn 










ROOM FREE FOR some housework 









I BOOM APT security bldg. parking 








 Free examination   
Carla.
 part of a 
research protect 
If you have had low back 
pain for 
more 
than 6 months A are 20-55 
yr old. pleese
 call Peke. Col
-
1.9001 Chiropractic -West
 at (4061 
2444927, eat 401 
BEETHOVEN  STRAUSS-SJ 
SYM. 






 WANTED to 
live with sincere handicapped 
man Please call 
Brian el 79E-
2308 
HI" I m  shy 




  nice drug 
free 
girl  19-22 Let  meet tor 
mov-
es. dinner or teneleyer. 
Cell Tim 
at 945-7971 Wer






























 club 18 
men
 and women 
Confident.,  low 
rates Send
 SASE to 
NGCC.  P 0 
Bow 










now herbal wiNght 













Hi.  I'm Ron F! I 
like  
football 
4 hanging out 
in front of 
the 

















CE. EE. ME 












 ALL THAI 
STUDENTS 
WI



















 335 S 
Baywoml A. 











 45 am 
Catholic 4 00 and 8 












opportunities  Rev 
Natalie 
ShirasEr  Bob litger.Sr
 





BARE  IT ALL" Slop shaving waxing. 
tweezing Let me permanently re-
move your unwented hair (chin. 
bikini 
tummy  moustache,  beck. 
shoulders etc) 15.. 
discounts  to 
students and faculty Call before 
Christmas,  1986 & get your 1st 
appt et 1 2 price Unwanted  hall 
disappears with my care Gwen C 
Cheigren.
 
A E Lad 559-3500, tor 
sp. 1645 S Bascom Ave 
eC 
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW 
EE6 1E4" IS THAT DESIGN protect 
due & you have no resources for 
ideas or what to 
build, SHI ENt-
tronic is committed to offering 
low cost electronic (component) 
&computer Information needs tor 
the student Call Days 942.7736 
Eves
 293-4780 
ask for Joe 
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con-
sult with SJSU student
 for 30 min. 
utes FREE Prectice limited 
to ell 
 speicts of immigration and natu-
ralization
 law Office located 




 14081 289-6400 
loran
 appointment 





Home A buiness.rekeying. lock. 
 deadb011e Installed Mobile-
bonded -licensed 
Open 9 to 6pm. 






 owner rnember-NL A. 
I. IA Evergreen Locksmith & Se-
curity 
Service. call 270-3277. SJ 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for 
men and 
women  Special reIl with 
faculty  or student 
ID
 Private A 
confidential Weekdays. evenings 
& Saturday Sunnyvale
 Electroly-
 Is Center Koll Bus... Park et 
Iftivy 101 A N Fairoks Ave 14081  
734-3115
 







 in historical politi-
cs!. 
biographical  topics Student 
discounts aveilable For 
free into. 
write CL 0 6003-8 M.o. Lane, 
Columbia,  MO 21045 
SIERRA ICE  new company special-
izing in sales & delivery of cubed 
Ice
 for parties
 or any occasion 
For 10 cents 
per pound we offer 
FREE delivery 




addition to ke 
sales  we rent and 
sell ice machines 
for your home 
or business
 For Information 
call 
toll  FREE (9OO) 
345-4423
 
STUDENT  DENTAL 
OPTICAL  PLAN 




too For Information 
and brochure see 





SKI NORTH TAHOE" Sun n Sand 
Lodge, 8308 
N Lake Blvd, Kings 
Beach -lake Tahoe 
Ca 415719. 
phone  (916) 546-2515 XIS per 
person double






 TV. minutes to North Star 
TYPING 










for  Joye 51 264-
t026
 
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every













 work Only 
10 mln. 
ides from camp.
 Words and 
more
 (Pamela) 923-7810 
ABSOL 
UT E I Y. 
ACCURATE AC 
COUNTABLE
 for telephone. 
Met 
toots typing 
thst  lops try 
Tony 796-7087 St 50 per page 
double spaced
 All work 
guar
 









 P J  word pro. 
cloning offers quality 
guaranteed 










scripts & letters 
Located In North 
San










ACADEMIC  WORD PROCESSING All 
formats 
& 
group prawn, wel 




disk storage Delebese capability 






SAMNA A sword 
perfect 
software Hrs II -F. 
8 30-5 30 Re 
serve time now for 
your upcom-
ing thesis. dissertation or manu-
script 
Chrystal  923-8461 
A CASH
 REBATE $5 cash discount 
to new customers on reports 10 




reports 2.9 paps Profeinional
 
typist  and Willied word processor 
e.t.a., Plus printing Pickup 







al 358-2717  
ACCURACY ALWAYS Professional 
reeults every time The..,  pa-
per.,
 resumes and dissertations
 
Serving Evergreen
 SSJ.J1  few 
minutes
 hon. SJSU Student dis-
count with this ad or ID Call 
(408)224-0852 
AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING 
Specializing In resumes.
 term pa-
pers.lranscrIptkcn No job too 
small' Student discounts Near 
SJSU Teachers welcome' Office 
Alternatives.
 294-2974 
AMY WILL TYPE your paper for only 
St
 per page. 
double  spaced On 
campus 
each  day for pickup & de-
livery 
Call  249-4075. leave 
sega 
A WAY WITH 
WORDS  prompt. accu-
rte. literate. B A in history 
%mg 
Word 
ProcesIng. spelling errors 
cortected Long manuscripts wel-
come 
Will
 pick up. 
deliver  Also 
evadable crake1
 reading assie 
lance in 
rewriting  Dan 0 Rear 
976-0277 
BARBE'S WORD 
PROCESSING  Have 
lob will process Experienced In 









 LASER PRINTER" 
Call  Bar. at 926-4370 
BECK SECRETARIAL Student pa. 
pers. resumes. busi.ss
 typing 
needs,  word processing Willow 
Glen area Call 
Ilse
 at 267-8234 
BLOSSOM HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA Fast. 
accurate typing and 
word processing  available seven 
days   %reek Limited pick-up A 
delivery 365-1012 
CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL 
word processing Reporte.  
theses.  dissertations group pro 
Acts resumes Guarenteed quick 
return Per 
peg* and hourly rates 
Transcription evadable Aimed.. 
Branham area Free disk storage 


















 Call today lo 
schedule your word processing 
lob
 Ouick turnaround accurate 
524, page 993.9260
 Word for 
Word Enterprises -5J 
EDITING WORD PROCESSING 266-
9448
 Emphasi on correct punc-
tuition 
sentence structure and 
formatting
 (Turablan. APA. etc) 
Former Enc.sh maim highly de 
pendable
 Willow Glen Area,  easy 
to locale Call Mrs Morton 




ENTERPRISE  WORD PROCESSING 
Term papers research papers 
theses
 A 
dissertations  !Campbell.  




 resumes. cover A follow-up 
letters. manuscripts (books. 
1111' 
Cl.,.
 short Merles). trenscrlpfton 





requested) proof di. storage 
Student feculty drycount Gulch 
turnaround  246-5825 
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term 
peps.. theses re... 
dieser.
 
tations. etc for atudents and lac. 
ulty We also, do tope transcrip. 
lion and bookkeeping Free data 
stomp,
 Call 245.1769 
EXPO 
TYPIST" Neer Leigh A Cam 
den Reports
 term  pacers etc 
Editing ay.... Correcteble 
electronic  typewriter 
From 
$1 50 double space







 for your 
personal  legal business 
word 
processing needs Term papers 
reports resurne 
cover  letters. 
theses dissertations manuals 
All scademIc












 . NOW 
The Real World 



















near  *Wu 














































CPEXT/RE Of ME Iffa. 
PR/P YEW? P/SEASE 
CEAtf  
rOoR 
MIRK  . 
IHROUNI rrir &orreyr 





















OF 50011 6000 















































































Thick  Crust 
I 
LOVE
 iNE NotIDAY 
SEASoN
 I I LANE IRE 
SMILES  
CW 



















Spelling grammar punctuation 
assistance
 All work guaranteed 






RATES"  Free disk storage 
Pam 
247.2681 (Santa Clef. See 
SJSU Fall 86 Directory of Classes 
for additional coupon 
savings 
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING 
Paper 
of all kinds and lengths 
St 30 page typing A spelling 
help  
$1 65 page typing plus proof
 
reading 
Campbell  area local 
pick-up A delivery avail... Call 
866-6960 
INEXPENSIVE. QUICK WORD pro. 
cassing Al 00 
per  page, no 
mini-
mum Thesis, dissertation. etc 
RHEMA GRAPHICS at 365-9038 
NEED THAT
 FORGOTTEN PAPER 
typed fast, Let me 
help'  Term pa 
pers
 letters reports, theses re 
search 
pricers



















PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and stu 
dents  can rely on eccuritte 
timely production of newsletters 
reports,  resumes put...ions 
manuscripts  correspondence 
Classified 
etc Will 
aid In grammar spelling
-
punctuation For prompt






 .114061 275-6253 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term papers. 
theses etc Accurate prompt
 
52 25 dbl space per page Sara-
toga area. call Joan at 741-5680 
PUT 








theses resumes Specialist In 
technical
 scientific protects 
SI 
75-S3 page 
Call Vicki at 281. 




 for all 
your
 typing
 needs Student rates 
ranging 
from $1 to CI 
75 per page 
Ouick turnaround Disk storage 
tor 30 




for Amends or Nave message 




reasonable  rel. with 
quick turnaround lime Will 
sat -up 
& spell check all documents Call 
Kelley
 at 972-2907  




 with vocebulery  sentence 
structure
 end term II requested 
Call 209-9448  
RESUME A TYPING 




 end letter 
quality
 printer 










COM 404 S 3rd Si 
02,  corner of 
San 








& near uni 
yerslly Cell 
(400)292-4047  
SUPERIOR  WORD 
PROCESSING  re. 
search & 
term
 pews. Meals dls-
senation  resume etc 
Accurete 
spelling checked 









guaranteed  Pkkup & 
delivery 
available 02 00 per 
pap 
Os Nile 267.2149 
THESES 
REPORT PAPERS Word 
procinsIng 0.11,.
 Mention to 
detail







Say* your work 00 
In  IBM PC for 
later 
use Grammar punctuetion 












Call Pani 11 
246-5633  
TYPING 
SERVICE  for students
























 di..r  
ration etc $2 
pogo
 Resume 515 
Cell 
14061923-74431  359 E WIlIlem 
Si










uals dIssertetIons mass 
melling,  
spelling
 check etc 
Reason.. 
rates Call K 













and  term papers 
Reasonable




10 40 bold 










































Days  Days 
3 
















































































































































Deadline  Two days 











 refunds on 











master's  recital tonight 




Playing the flute 
at
 the age of 13 
was somewhat of a chance thing for 
Teresa Orozco. Her best friend was 
playing the flute, so Orozco decided to 
also take lessons. At the age of 16, she 



























her  ultimate 








Orozco will perform a master's 
recital
 at 8:15 tonight at the SJSU Con-
cert Hall. The recital is the first of two 






The 24 -year -old graduate student 
will be accompanied by Roxanne Mi-
chaelian on piano and special guest 
flutist Francesca
 Cox. 
Tonight's two-part program will 
include selections from Franz Josef 
Haydn. Johann Sebastian Bach, Eldin 
Burton. Aaron Copland and Franz 
Doppler. The program is free and open 
to 
the public. 
Between practice, classes, teach-
ing private lessons, work and a 
fiance.  
Orozco said she will have to decide 
whether  to 
go to Florida or Paris to 
study with prestigious instructors, or 
apply for admission to Yale. 
"I
 just want to perform and see 
what my 
chances  are," Orozco said. 
"I have faith that my career 
will  go in 
the right direction because I've worked 
hard for 
it and Hove it." 
Isabelle 
Chapuis-Starr,  a profes-
sor
 of flute at SJSU, 
agrees  that 
Orozco has 
the potential to reach 
her 
goal. She said that in her
 I 1 years at 
SJSU she has not met many
 students 
who
 have talent such as Orozco. 
"She has grown incredibly. She 
is ready to try anything," the instruc-
tor
 said. Chapuis-Starr is also the prin-
cipal flutist for the San Jose 
Opera 
Company and co-principle for the San 
Franciso 
Chamber  Orchestra. 
Orozco also takes private lessons 
from San Jose Symphony principal 
flutist Maria Tamborrino. 







have  faith 
that my 
career will















who has a wonderful
 feel for music." 
Tamborrino said. 
Although there is 
tough 




 said if she "works hard 
enough 
and  with a little luck, she'll 
make it." 
Orozco also 
studied with Julius 
Baker, a professor at Juilliard School 
of Music and Lloyd Gowen, principal 
flutist of the San Francisco Symphony. 
Omzco,  who also plays the pic-
colo. said she 
practices  at least three to 
four hours
 a 
day   sometimes 
up to 
seven and a 
half hours --- depending 
on her 
schedule.  
Orozco said she has learned how 
to cope with the pressure and anxiety 
that are a part of her field. She said she 








To mentally prepare for a 
perfor-
mance.
 "I try to be centered and 
focus  
on
 the music," Orozco
 said. "It's al-
most 
spiritual . . . You want to he so 
much involved
 with the music that all 
that is happening is you
 are making 
music."
 
Breathing exercises before per-
formances and knowing 
the  pieces 
well also helps her overcome any feel-
ing of anxiety or 
stage  fright, she said. 
Some of the awards and competi-
tions she has won include the 1986 
Mozart Festival Young 
Artist ('ompe-
tition for Wind 
Instrumentalists;  1986 
National Orchestra of New York. fi-
nalist; 1985 Mu Phi  
Epsilon
 Competi-
tion -San Jose 
Chapter,
 and 1984 Rob-
ert Mondavi









 in her family, hut
 it is %cry 
supportive




better family. They go to every single 
performance  I 
do."  
Movie audiences will
 have the 
chance to see Orozco perform on tla 
big screen. She plays a small part in 
the upcoming movie "Blood Red . In 
the film. Orozco plays the piccolo as 
part of a five -member band that is per 







 I 98h/Spartan  
Daily  
Denise 
Woodier  Daily staff 
photographer 
Teresa Orozco,




 Music Professor Isabelle 
Chapuis-Starr  
and 
cert Hall. comes  highly 
recommended  
by  her instruc- 
Maria Tamborrino. San Jose 
Symphony  flutist. 
The great










and  here in America  for a distinctive 
world class
 taste. 

































Iii. nothing Is 
erns,n In:


























 is caught 
in them. 
She 
begins to scream out of 
frustration.
 Nobody 
is ill help her. Her eyes are red and
 swollen and fulled 
with pus. Her skin 
is blotchy. She has diseases. 
And.
 
she will be dead in 
seven  years. 
Latest
 statistics show the 
average
 homeless 
person will survive only seven 
years on the street. A 
32 -year -old would live 
to be 39. Forget the gypsy 
mystique and the jolly hobo. 
"You 
went  to college and left me, 
that's what 
you did!"
 the woman screams
 at no one we see. 
"You're 
mean  and I hate 
you!" 
She wails, yells 





from  institutions is 
the major cause 
of
 





the homeless arc severely
 mentally ill. 
Streets have 




sees a lot of 
transients  walking 
down
 its 
streets,  sleeping in 
its parks and eating









the  garbage 
cans.
 He picks something
 up, 
tears
 it in half and then
 throws it back 
in
 the can. Then 
he takes out a 
bottle of Thunderbird,
 a cheap red wine, 
from his coat
 and takes a 
swig.  
He 
doesn't talk to anyone
 and nobody talks to 
him. 
Often the 
homeless become or 
already  are 
alcoholics 
when




about  their 
situation
 is that 
the 
the two most common
 diseases for the 
homeless  




lead  a normal life with 
medical











 investigation by the 














further  care 
once  they were thrown 
out of 
the hospital. 
Some were given 
only a 
week's
 worth of 
medicine  and the 
hospitals
 had knowledge 
the released 
patients had no 
residence  and no further 








 a Community Mental 
Health 
Centers 
hill  which passed in 1963. 
However, we see 
retrenchment
 and abandonment 
of this hill in the '80s. 
We have witnessed 




welfare state in a 
capitalist  society. 
However,
 this 
challege  has not been
 met. Instead it has 
left the 
society  and its 
social
 programs in 









 for tax deductions
 and t he 
homeless 
scramble
 for a dry spot
 to escape from the 
rain. 
We
 are consumers. 
They collect too 
--
 shopping 
carts full of nothing. We 
a:cumulate toasters,  
microwaves and 









 in getting through 
college,
 getting a good 
job  and making 
money.  People 
are 
dying  and we 
don't care.
 
We are a 
ruthless bunch. 
A 
black  market 
price
 for a cadaver's
 arm is $65 
.111,1.1  head 
goes  for a 
whopping SI 
51) 
Shelly  O'Day is 
the  Entertainer 
editor. 
Pandora's
 Box is 








UNCLE  Sr. NuNtiO 
(CONT RAM



























 be hokey 
Illy 
Frank  Michael 
Mown  
Down-to-earth is no 









 where James 
T.
 Kirk. 
Spock and crew 




-man -has -gone -before 
senes. 
"Star Trek IV: 
The Voyage Home." 
San Francisco
 may he as 
exotic
 as 
many of the 
places
 and planets "Star
 Trek" 
has taken us. But 
a Bay Area Rapid 
Transit 
train can
 get there faster 




 shall we say 





 recall, in our last 
episode.  "Star 
Trek III: The 
Search for Spock."
 the United 
Federation of Planets 
starship went down 
in 
flames  during a nasty battle 







Klingon  ship, saving
 his crew from 
certain 
death once again. 
Now, 
however,
 the crew 
of the former 






eling hack in 







seems a probe- looking 
suspi-
ciously. like a cross 
between
 a metallic sau-
sage and Vger from 
the first "Star Trek.' 
movie 
is playing havoc 
with the 23rd -
century earth's weather. 
High -density" 
sounds are beamed 
from the probe to 
the earth's oceans to make 
contact with the highly -intelligent hump-
back whales. UnfOrtunately,  the sea mam-
mals have been extinct




 in our intrepid 
time travelers in 
what 




 to disguise 
itself as serious 
science fic-
tion. If 





























We're asked to believe, for 
example,  
that the 
























 and Magic 
special  effect giving the 
marine  museum a 
San Francisco
 skyline makes 
this
 difficult to 
believe. 
Furthermore,  the city to the north may 
he a little weird, hut a group 
of
 grown men 
and women walking about town in 
maroon 
polyester
 jumpsuits would 
he





 in time, our
 crew made 
an 
effort  to blend 
in. Somehow,
 in this 
epi-
sode. Kirk 








 its ugly 
head as 













were  dead, he'd 







what  are 








































































































































 on his 
shot












 will he 
the last En-
tertainer of the 
semester.  Amy 






























 from left. Steve Belton 












 JaneII Hall 
Another Irish hand has joined 
the ranks of the pop culture as The 
Fountainhead
 releases its debut 
album. 
The two man hand,  made up of 
Pat O'Donnell 
and  Steve Belton, 
follow 
quite  well in the footsteps of 
other Irish and British greats such as 
U2. Simple Minds and 
the  Euryth-
mics. But their sound is all its own. 
The album, "The Burning 
Touch." certainly displays the 
hand's influence 
by these other 








 and seem to 
show off
 the 




lections from the album are the first 
song from the 
first  side and the last 
song
 on the second side. 
"Rhthym Method" has some-
what of an eerie quality,
 but by lis-
tening to it a 
little longer, you will 
he pleasantly surprised 
with the 
great dance heat. 
The song has a 











but has a 
hit  more impact. The 






on this album 
are the songs "Som-
times" and 




 to the teeney-hopper 
generation
 and 



























presence  of 















 overall sound 
is
 






















for  the 
most  part, 
the 























































 5. so you
 can check
 
















By Scott G. 
Hamilton  
With 
downtown  redevelopment in full 
swing, there is at least one 
influential  person on 
the South Bay 
nightlife  scene who doesn't think 
it's 
necessarily
 the place to 
he.  
Jack Mariano. owner of 
the Cabaret night-
club. said he thinks 
being located in a more 
sub-
urban area 
is just fine. 
Mariano, who has been 
operating his club at 
370
 




his club's location 
on





 its success. 
donl think a 




and change if 
he
 lives in the 




or ev en here (in 
West San Jose where 
the Cabaret 
is located i and 
then turn around
 to go 
see
 a show." 
Mariano
 said. "We're 
out here 


















 by local and 
nation rock acts.
 jazz nights. 
weekly
 1)1 dancing









lit  this, in spite 
of
 the fact that the
 Caba-
ret is tucked
 into an 
isolated  
corner






 and a pay
-by -the -
hour hot tub joint. 
Maybe it is 
because.  not surprisingly.
 Mari-
ano is a 
man  who plays by his 
own
 rules. He said 
he is 










 crowd -control problems,
 even if they're a 
sure draw. And he's not afraid




 he thinks 






 and light 
equipment  good 
enough
 for much 
bigger  
venues.  Mariano 
has 








 Bay. And 
they
 want to
 conic hack, he 
said.  
"We're set 








 he said. "Acts 
are at ease 
playing here
 because 
everything  is 
right."  
Stone,
 who is heifer known
 for his Sunday 





got the hest 
sound  and lights 
around.
he 
said.  "What 
you're
 selling is 
sound.  and Jack 
keeps
 upgrading it all
 the time 
The nurturing is 
obvious at a 
Cabaret  show. 
The sound is 
loud
 hut crisp, and 
the layout of the 
club makes 
it so that each 
of
 the 7(11)  people 
in a 
sellout crowd can.




With such a wide variety of shows,  the club 
offers 




acts like the Romantics or Pat Travers in a club 
setting can be an exciting experience, and local 
hands really play up 
when
 they're on the Cabaret 









According to Mariano. there are more big 
things coming up for the Cabaret and its audi-
ences. including: 
 An expansion that














which it used 
to 




KOML in filly 
 The newly limited Rockers Again,' 
Drunk 
Driving will kick ill ts national our
 ai 









Apparently. Mariano has struck a  
balance
 between stadium concerts and bar hand 
shows. The big sound is 
there,  hut so are the re 
laying atmosphere and the drinks. 











The Associated Press 
Like 
Cyndi  Lauper 
and  the Eu-
rythmics'
 Annie Lennox,













goes  beyond 
his looks. 
In Idol's 








ing costumes and 
a sneer. But he's 
also a 
talented,  modem -day rocker 
whose sound has 
ties
 to the past. 
On 
"Whiplash
 Smile." Idol's 
third 


















ballads on which 
Idol sounds men-
acing and caressing 
at the same 
time, like a latter-day Elvis. 
'To 




"Rebel Yell" or "Dancing With  
Myself. Idol's 










is the kind of 
blue-collar anthem 









The following are Bill-
board's hot record hits. 
HOT 
SINGLES  
I ."The Next Time I 
Fall" 
Peter Cetera with




2."You Give Love a Bad 
Name"
 Bon Jovi 
(Mercury)
 
3. "Hip to Be Square" Huey 
Lewis & The News (Chrysa-
lis)
 
4."The Way It Is  Bruce 
Hornsby & The Range (RCA) 
5."Walk Like an Egyptian" 
Bangles (Columbia) 




7."Everybody  Have 
Fun 
To-
night" Wang Chung (Geffen) 
8. "Human" The Human
 
League (A&M) 

























When  Wet Bon 
Jovi
 (Mercury ) 
Platinum 
(More 
than  I million units 
sold.)
 
4. -1-Ore!" Huey Lewis











h."Graceland" Paul Simon 
(Warner Bros. )--Gold 
7. "Dancing 
on








Colors  Cyndi 
Lauper
 (Portrait f --Platinum
 
10."Word
 Up Cameo (At-
lanta Artists)
--Gold 













































 entrance to Lick 







 the valley from 
the  
parking lot. l'he
 building o kb a 
dome lop houses 
the 
Shane 120 -inch
 reflector,  top 
right. Far right. 
the obser-
vatory's 
refractor,  built in 
1888.  is no longer








 east of San 
Jose. al 
the  end of 18 
winding  miles of 
narrow 
highway, there 





 is to 
keep
 continuous watch 
on the universe. 
Twenty-six
 employees live on 
the mountain 
at Lick 
Observatory  with their 
families.  There are 
homes on 
the mountain, as 




 center, a 
school,




 and a sheriff's 
deputy. There 
are  also 
deer,
 raccoons and 
rabbits.  It is a 
quiet,
 pastoral 
environment,  far 





 the city below.
 
But the 
quiet belies the steady activity which 







telescopes,  the computers  
and all the delicate peripheral equipment which 
receive and process continually gathered 








use of research astronomers and advanced 
graduate students who come to the mountain 
from all parts of the country and from countries 
around the globe. 
The scholars apply 
to study at Mount 
Hamilton months before they 
arrive  at the 
campus. The mountain and the observatory are 
part tit the University of California at Santa
 Cruz. 
The administrative branch of the observatory is in 
Santa Cruz, as is the committee which selects 
those who will study at the mountain 
for up to 
five days at a time during each quarter. 
The observatory serves six of the nine 
University of California campuses. Besides Santa 
Cruz. 






 and Davis. 
In 1874. James Lick, a wealthy and 
eccentric piano maker turned real estate investor, 
instructed his board of trustees to 
spend S700,000 
to purchase land and to construct an 
observatory  
and a powerful telescope "supenor 
to and more 
powerful than any 
telescope
 yet made." 
Lick also specified the observatory he 
entrusted to the Regents of the University of 
California  and that "it shall he made useful 
in
 
promoting science; and the said 
telescope and 
observatory 
are  to be known as the Lick 
Astronomical Department





 of the 
observatory said 
Lick's  first choice for
 a suitable 
memorial and 
mausoleum
 for himself which
 was 
like a pyramid he 
had seen on a trip
 to Egypt. He 
wanted one built in 
downtown
 San Francisco, 
Laub said. 
Instead, an astronomer
 friend of Lick's 
persuaded him that an observatory
 would be a 
better way of ensuring
 that he would he 
remembered. His friend
 pointed out astronomy 
was a science as old as the




 that idea. He 
envisioned the 
world's largest
 telescope at the 
corner  of Fifth 
and Market 
streets




 persuaded him 
that  a more practical
 site would he atop 
a 
mountain, where 
the  telescope would 
not 
affected by the 
lights
 of the city at night 
After a month
-long search for 
the proper 
mountain top,
 Mount Hamilton was 
chosen  
because of its 
high  elevation - - at 
4,200  feet. the 
highest peak 
in the Diablo Range  
and for its 
proximity
 to San Jose. 
Lick's
 only condition
 was that 
Santa Clara 
County 
build  a good 
highway  to the 




 and the 
road  was 
completed  in the 
fall  of 1876. 
It was also in the fall of 1876 
that James 
Lick died,  never having been
 on the mountain. 
More than 10 
years  later, in January 1887. 
when what was then the world's largest 
telescope, a 36 -inch refractor, had been installed 
in the 
dome






Lick's remains were placed in the floor at the 
have of the 
telescope A bronze tablet hears the 
inscription, "Here lies the 
body
 ot James Lick.- 
During
 the first years after the observatory 
opened, much of the 
work focused on 
double  stars,  solar eclipses and the 
planets. For example, four of the satellites of 
Jupiter were discovered
 at Lick. 
The current work focuses










































































daxies, gaseous nebulae, stars 
and  star 
tor 
example.  a graduate student at Lick 
,eks ago was 
studying  how a star was 
Is 





























































observatory  is 
essentially  a 
acility for scholars, 
there is a free 
rogram  for 
interested  lay 
people. It 
10 
consecutive  Friday nights.
 
in July. when programs on astronomy 
story  of the observatory are presented 
hhe can look through a telescope. The 
sell out quickly, so reservations are 
nub 
said.  
, ILaub has produced an annual 
r 
concen
 of classical and baroque 
formed by local musicians,  including 
ac students. The $14 fee for the concert 
uctible and will be used for refinishing
 
of the Main Building and for 





Observatory is open every 
day  of the
 
pt Thanksgiving and the day after. 
Eve.  




Building  and 
Gift




at one of the 
servatories







gas  is available 
at Mount 
The 






 through the telescopes
 of 
the observatory  
of the Milky Way. the 
moon  
in all its phases, 
star  clusters, Saturn 
and
 all its 
rings in 
translucent  
color,  and 
many others. 
The floors are of grey 
marble. The walls are 
a blue
-grey marble up to 
the height of the 
window sills.
 The wood in the building 
is very 
fine. This is 
appropriate,  because. 
as Laub 
pointed 
out. Lick's first 
career




pianos  and he 
used




also said that on 
a clear day on top
 of 
Mount 
Hamilton.  you can 
see




 to the east. and
 Mount 
Lassen
 to the north.




 a clear day 




 with the 
exception
 of the It) 
Friday
 nights in 
summer
 and the 
night  of the 
annual 
concert,  all 
visitors  must 
leave
 the area of 
the 
observatory  by 
5 p.m. If 
visitors  were 
allowed
 to stay past
 that time,  the




obstruct  the 
real














 the Sun 
Jose City 
Council  has 












night  sky 
an
 orange 










Thus,  each 
day  at 5 





































































After only a decade
 in films, 
Gary Busey 
thinks he may be 
at the 
beginning of 
his  third 
career, which includes
 drop-
ping 60 pounds during a year -
king regimen and ending his 
dependence 
on
 drugs and 
booze. Busey's latest film is 

























her  seven 












produced  a 
heavy  sound  
with a 
light 






































































NEW YORK (AP) 
Ted 
Kennedy Jr. says 
he's
 pleased 
with how a television movie 
about his struggle with cancer 
turned out. hut 
wishes it could 
have been made 
about any 
family rather 
than focusing on 






 he wasn't 
really crazy 
about the movie 
being 
made.  They haven't 
turned 












 Karen Liolios, 
Director  Jay. Morse, right, and Robin 
advt., 
seated, rehearse for the S.J. 












By Brian Fedrow 
The City 
Lights Theater Com-
pany will bring an 
original  play 
called "The 
Magic Hand" to the 
slag tomorrow night - then the di-
rector,  writer and 
actors  will ask the 
audience how it should he changed. 
The  play's director, 
Jay  
Morse, came up with the idea 
of 
producing original 
pieces  by local 
writers and 
getting audience input 







 that alter each 
per-
formance he and the actors will 
con-




 of the play such as motiva-




"Playwrights write in a vac-
uum." Morse said. 
''Sometimes 
they don't get to hear their 
words  on 
stage."  
Morse will 
moderate  the audi-
ence participation on the play, 
which is a 
psychological yet satiri-
cal drama that 
explores  the 
relationship between a grand-
mother, a 
mother  and a daughter. 
"The Magic Hand" is a play 
in three scenes that covers a period 
from 30 years ago to the present. 
The author of the plan. Joan 
Johnson from Santa Clara, has writ-
ten 13 plays in the past four years 
and "The Magic Hand" was a fi-
nalist in the Foundation of Drama-
tists
 
Guild/CBS New Play Program. 
Morse said the audience partic-
ipation will help Johnson grow as a 
playwright.
 
"Working  on any original 
piece is exciting." he said. "The 
rehearsals help the author refine the 
script.
 The (audience input) isn't a 
free-for-all though 
and  it's not to 
put the playwright
 on the spot." 
City  Lights is a community 




 to produce 
plays.  
Morse said 
the actors in "The 
Magic Hand" are
 paid a small sum 





 for the play 
will he kept 
to a minimum. 
As director, he receives a fee 
too, hut he said the joy 
of working 
in the theater 







 Hand" is the first 
of 
three in the New Playwright Se-
ries. Another play. yet to he chosen, 
is
 scheduled for April. 
The third 
in
 the series, a musi-
cal called "The Ghost of 
Sarah  
Winchester." will run next summer 
from July 10-18. The play was 
writ-
ten by locals 
Gael
 Douglass and 
Leigh 
Weimers.




"City Lights is a theater that 
feels deeply muted in San Jose cul-
tural life." said publicist Todd
 
Per-
rier -a. "We have committed our-
selves to the 
development
 of local 
important artistic talent." 
  0 
"The Magic Hand" is sched-
uled to play December 5-14, Thurs-
day through Saturday 
shows at 8 




Lights  Theater Company
 
is located at 70 N. Almaden Ave., 
next to San Pedro Square. 
Ticket prices are
 $5 regular ad-
mission and $3 for senior citizens 
and students. 
Free matinee for senior 
citizens  










Bt Andy Bird 
San 
Joseans don't have to cross 
the  Sahara 
to find Middle 
Eastern  fast food. The Falafel 
Drive-in. at  2101 Stevens Creek
 Blvd.,  special-




 in an old,  deteriorated 
hamburger 
stand, the
 restaurant's appearance is not likely 
to
 
appeal to the average
 passer-by . 
But for those who 
know the inside %tor!, 
about falafels. the shabby 








 beans, onion parsley 
and pepper make up 
this concoction,  which origi-
nated  in the Arab nations of the
 Middle East. 
Falafels  are usually fried and 
served in sand-
wiches
 made with 
pita




serves  small and large 










that fills an 
entire
 pita 1-)OCkei 
vs 
ith help Irian 
let-
tuce. tomatoes
 and cucumber. The blend
 is 





01 onion rings. at 
$1.10 the 
meal
 is too large
 to eat
 all at 
once.  
The sandwich










 are the basic frozen.  
prehat-
tered sariety used 
M most last -food 
restaurants.  
The
 Falafel Drive-in 















Humus.  at $3.(X) is a wafer
 made of crushed 
wheat stuffed




the menu also boasts American deli, acies 




cents to $2.65. 





 Mr 85 cents. 
For those who just 









 11 cents each. 
The drive-in is easy to miss because it is 
tucked next to large building
 to the west,  and is 
bordered by a cross street on the
 east. 
The Falafel Drive-in is worth a stop, 
even  if 
you think the decor is too shahy.  . The best way 
to 
eat here is take out. 
   
Hours are 
from 9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Monday'  
through Saturday.





 to examine 









to examine 15 unpub-
lished songs, a 
24
-page poem and 
diaries attributed to 1960s rock star 
Jim Morrison. 
Robert Stncker, an agent for 
partners trying to sell the material 
recently discovered in a strongbox 
marked  "127 
Fascination," said 
no 
deal has been reached yet. 
Morrison,
 lead singer for the 
Doors
 who was famous for 
his dark,  
sexually suggestive lyrics, died in 
Paris in 1971 . Although his cause of 
death was officially listed as heart 
attack, he was reported to 
have died 
of a drug overdose. 
Stricker said there
 has been 
substantial  interest in the 
more than 
200 pages of 
Morrison  material. 
A volume of
 poetry written by 
Morrison, 
"The
 Lords and the New 
Creatures." has sold inure than 
120.000  since publication in 1971 
and all the Doors albums are still in 




One  Gets Out Alive." 
has sold 270d100 
trade paperback 
copies and almost I 













Boiler, left, shows Eddie
 Wayne, right, a camera  containing 










































whose  life 
often 
parallels  












 such a 
movie. 
"The 






























































































































 Billy Higgiii. John McLaughlin, Wayne 
Shorter, Cedar Walton 
and Tony Williams. 
"I think they all loved it," Gordon
 said. "That's 
what I was 
concerned  about when we were picking the 
musicians - 
that there would be a family feeling." 
Gordon gives an unforgettable 
performance
 in his 
role as Dale Turner. 
"He didn't 
want  an actor to 
be acting the 
part of a 
musician
 ... and I 




when  they use 
actors,  





Gordon moved to Paris
 in 1962 and spent the 
next
 
14 years in Europe. He would come
 back to the United 
States intermittently to see his 
family
 and, he said. 
pointing to 
his ear. "to listen, to see what was going on 
musically." 
He 
returned  to Los 
Angeles
 in the 50s, 
and stum-
bled









 He served a 
two-year sen-





acting  in "Round Midnight" has won critical
 
acclaim both in the 
United States and Europe, where  the 
film
 had its debut at the 
Cannes


















































 humanity to run
 the 
gamut  - 
































subjects  seem 








ask  the viewer 
what
 he is thinking. 
Their sharply 
defined  features each
 
portray a distinct 
individualality. 















































































































































































fourth  exhibitor 
seems out 
of












shows  an 
angry 





























 do not try













 exhibition is 
worth seeing. 






(API -" 'Crocodile  
Dundee" took in $5.5 
million over the 
weekend and set a 
box-office  record as the top
-draw-
ing 





 remarkable earning 








 the New 
irk
 experiences 
of an Outback 
adventurer,  played by 
Aussie MU -
f ISM and 
beer  pitchman Paul 
Hogan.  
Paramount
 noted that the Australian 
movie's  gross now tops the 
$70 million mark that 
"Private Benjamin" took 
four months to earn 
in the fall of 1980. 
The next two weeks 
will  
see  the
 debut of 
several  holiday 
mov-
ies. including "An American 
Tail,'' "Star Trek IV"' and "The Mos-
quito
 Coast"









 and Tom Cruise, 
remains




 million for the second 
place  pocket. 
"Soul  Man," a comedy about 
a white student who disguises 
himself as a black to get
 a scholarship to law school,





Kathleen  Turner's return to the 1960s, 
"Peggy Sue Got Mar-
ried.  made $2.6 million 
for fourth place. 
Fifth,
 with $1.5 million, was
 "Jumpin' Jack Flash," 
the 
Whoopi
 Goldberg comedy 
from 20th Century 
Fox.  
Here 
are the top movies at the 
box  office last weekend, 
with dis-
tributor, weekend gross,
 number of screens, 
weekend  per -screen av-
erage,
 total gross, number of 




Distributors supply the gross 
amount  figures. Figures not avail-
able are 












 SW 5 million 
2. 
"'The Color of 
Money,"  
Touchstone.
 $3.1 million. 




 $31.5 million,  




































































million,  two 
weeks,  $10 
million. 
7. "Children of a Lesser God," Paramount.
 
$1 .3 million. 544 
screens, $2.448 per screen, $15.8 million, 
seven  weeks. $9 million. 
K.
 "Standby Me." Columbia. $1.3 million, 815 screens.
 $1.615 per 
screen, $42.3 million. 15 weeks, $8 million. 
9. "Streets of Gold." 20th Century Fox. $1.2 million, 797 screens.  
SI .681.5 per 
screen,
 $1.2 million,  one week, n -a. 
10. "Top Gun," 




$1,294  pet 























































































































 during the campus pool 
tournament  
Pool 
sharks  play at SJSU 
Hy David Rickard 
The game 
room in the 
SJSU 
Student  Union hears little resem-
blance to the dark, smoky 
pool
 halls 
of legend. hut it 
nonetheless  proved 
irresistible
 recently to 17 of the top
 
billiards players on campus. 
The motivation here wasn't 
money,
 although it may have had 
something  




mov  ic 
about a young pool 
shark.
 The only 
cash at stake in the 18th annual All -
Campus












 in the 





















 through IS. Alter a 
player 
sinks all seven 
halls  (either 
striped
 or solid), he 
must  pocket the 
eight
 hall to win. 
Only
 the eight hall 




















 in Fresno 
were  hack to 
defend  their 
crowns.  
Thuy 






finished  on 
top last year, 
said
 he wanted to 
try  
for the big prize 
again.  
 'Me and 






are  both 
seniors."







and we both 
want
 to go again." 
Although Nguyen. Klemczak 
and 
many of the others spend much 
of their spare time honing their 
skills, not all the participants put in 
long 

















talked  me 


































until  11 
p.m..  I'll

















match  lour 
games  to one.
 
While 
Nguyen won his,  opener 
comfortably.
 
Klemczak  was 
pushed  




 all the time," 
Klemcrak,  a mathematics major. 




'He was up three 
games  to none, but 
he 
forgot  to call the 






SJSU pool representative 

























heat him in last 
year's los-
er's bracket,








 games to none, hut he 
forgot to call the eight hall and lost 
the game. He was warned twice ear, 




















tured plenty of 
competition  within 





dispensed  with 
the 
preliminaries 





Beatrice  Martin and 
Lisa  Leo,. 






 match. After 
splittin,  
the first





















































The men required a playoff to 
determine a winner. Thuy
 Nguyen 
dispatched
 Jobe Aguana in the first 
round.
 and Baldwin Chin did 
like-
wise in the 



























they both played 
es-
sentially 
very  well. 








the heck. if 















Eddie & the Tide
 is sched-
uled to play at the Catalyst in 
Santa Cruz on Saturday. 
Heroic Airmen and Pop 
Art are scheduled to play 
tonight 
at the Spartan
 Pub at 9 p.m. A 
live broadcast on 
KSJS, 90.7 
FM, is also scheduled. 
Call  277-
90114 for
 more information.  
Great
 Performances are 
scheduled to present 
a musical 
variety 
show with Baby Crosby 
Rand, the Ink Spots, Tony 
Martin and
 Kay Starr at the 
Center for the 
Performing Arts 
through 
Dec.  21. 
Call  
374-0568  
or 998 -BASS for ticket informa-
tion. 
The San Jose Symphony is 
scheduled to 




artist on Sunday at 
8:30  












uled to play at the Spartan Pub 
Tuesday  at 8 p.m.
 Call 277-9084 
for more information. 
Shapes is scheduled to 
play  
at the 








is scheduled to 
play
 at the Spartan Pub 
Dec. 11 
at 8 p.m. Call 











 to present 
"The Moebius


































Northside  Theater Com-


















Jose,  Call 288-
7820 

























Dec. 17 at 
the 





















 at the Center
























traditional  music of the 
season 
Dec. 12 through 





116(1 for more  information. 
Opera San
 Jose is 
sched-
uled to 



















A Chnsimas Gift 
to San Jose. 
with more than 
50 singers Dec. 
13. 14 at the 
Center  for the Per-
forming Arts. 











Let us help you 
plan a fun -filled 
vacation
 and add 
some play
-time


































MID -YEAR GRADUATES  drop in and browse 
around. Pick your favorite vacation spot to celebrate 
your graduation. 
WALK OR DRIVE TO OUR SAINTE CLAIRE HILTON OFFIC1 





Carlos  & Market 
Streets 
293-7990
 
